Dsquared2 Junior Collection Fall Winter 2015-16
Little rule-breakers, punk rockers and style makers unite in Dsquared2’s Kids
Fall/Winter 2015-16 collection. Channeling bold themes from key Dsquared2’s men’s
and women’s ready to wear collections, the confident lineup is made for braving
winter’s elements in style.
A collegiate meets punk inspiration creates strikingly tailored pieces. Girls’ pieces
have a distinct 60s and 80s attitude in pleated mini skirts, patent-trimmed capes,
cocoon style coat dresses, and gray flannel stirrup ski style pants—worn with a white
shirt printed with braces.
Retro style ski pants, cut from stretch tech fabric with tonal stitching (which can be
worn on the slopes) are ready for little guys’ action-packed days, worn with a blazer
constructed with a sporty hooded nylon jacket. Tartan, a Dsquared2 signature, turns
up on both the boys and girls lineups as collars on shirts, in dresses, shorts and as
jacquard wool knits.
Rock stars in training need legendary ensembles: mini leather studded bomber
jackets and a white tuxedo shirt with electric guitar motifs on the pockets fit the bill.
She wears drop waist fuchsia jersey dresses and optic white tech fabric pants.
Outerwear includes brightly colored down nylon jackets and vests, oversized parkas,
jackets melding tailoring and sporty looks for the boys and egg shaped wool coats for
the girls.
Party dressing is edgy and elegant. Red and black taffeta dresses trimmed with
ruffles, refined wool tuxedos for mini heartbreaker.
Contemporary everyday dressing effortlessly mixes and matches core collection
pieces. A lineup of T-shirts and sweats are printed with eye-catching graphics—
cartoon characters, vintage skis—and cut in modern silhouettes, drop crotch pants
and boxy tops. Denim is made for urban adventures: biker style pant jeans with
reinforced seams, black studded jeans, denim shirts and jeans that reveal a boxer
waistband.
Dsquared2 kids use their fashion instinct to pull together a look with cool
accessories. Designed for playing outdoors over rough ground, rubber soled boots
are lined with shearling and constructed with mixed materials: denim, check and
suede with hiking style laces. The collection’s red check is striking on snow boots,
double strap ballerinas, and hightops. Studs and buckles embellish ankle boots for
tough little tomboys. For girls who love dressing up, there’s gold mirror finish and
glittered lace-ups, and slippers topped with jewels. Just like those worn by dad, he
has a wardrobe of sneakers. Lowtops are trimmed with retro contrast stripes, and
sleek hightops include monochrome designs in black or mirrored silver.

